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Tapping Trump’s trillion
AAPA puts forward ports’perspective

LNG’s long-term outlook
Partnerships are key to building network

Robot roll-out
Melbourne’s fully automated terminal opens

Fresh investment sees west Africa’s ports leave cities
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Flamingos on themove.
As west Africa’s ports
outgrow their urban
locations, deeper-
draught facilities are
being developed
Photo: Shutterstock
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Make in India
Modi welcomes investment

Middle East competition
Saudi Arabia looks west
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Dry bulk terminals score high in survey
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China sets course for new normal
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China continues to
expand its presence
overseas through One
Belt, One Road.
Meanwhile, the new US
president considers
different approaches to
international trade
Photo: Shutterstock
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Shipping minister drives green agenda

Eyes on overseas markets
South Korea eases investment hurdles

Planning priorities
Australia’s east coast looks to inland ports

Looking east to west
Indonesia ports support shipping highway plan
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President JokoWidodo’s
vision is to create an east
to west maritime highway
across Indonesia’s
archipelago
Photo: iStock / Getty Images Plus: 5043999
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Past meetspresent
Smart port talk at BaliWorld Ports Conference

Team talk
Latin AmericanVP to boost regional interest

Yard yield
RTGs are key to port benchmarking study

Silted Santos
Dredging weighs heavy on Brazil’s outlook
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Tradition met
technology at the
World Ports Conference
as members discussed
automation and
digitisation in ports, on
the cultural and
colourful island of Bali
Photo: Courtesy of 30th IAPH Bali 2017
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Ports fight back against cyber crime
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SGMilà speaks on ports’ sustainable future
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The new EU port
regulation aims to
create a level playing
field by opening up
access to port services
Photo: Getty Images
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Bigger ships have been
passing under the
raised Bayonne Bridge
bound for the port of
NewYork and New
Jersey since June,
signalling a new era for
the US east coast port
Photo: ShutterStock/IHSMarkit
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